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Introduction
Today’s digital era is challenging workforce productivity, from the 9-to-5 workdays to means of accessing
and digesting data. More importantly, access to data and applications across different mediums, mobile to
cloud, are redefining traditional IT processes and policies. Pulse Secure has made it easier to secure your
data center, provide mobile access and enable new cloud services with our integrated Secure Access
Solution. This Product Bulletin describes new features and functions available in the 9.0R1 release of Pulse
Connect Secure, Pulse Policy Secure, and the Pulse Secure Desktop Client.
These new releases from Pulse Secure enable network administrators to expand their secure access solution
support for better endpoint visibility, access control, flexible cloud deployment, network performance and
security.
Theses releases focus on enhancing virtual platform, AWS cloud deployment, Cloud Secure solution,
enhanced IPv6, HTML5, FQDN-based split tunneling, better user experience with embedded browser with
desktop client, and cluster improvements. Aside from these functionalities, it also enhanced visibility across
remote and local networks via distributed Profiler, seamless access for a VPN user to access on premise
resources behind PAN firewall, Alert-based admission control via PAN firewall, TACACS+, AES Key wrap and
Host Checker enhancements to improve security. With Pulse Workspace for smartphones and tablets,
enterprises now have a simple way to eliminate data-at-rest risks while continuing to support any mobile
app so that their end users can access collaboration apps on the go - from campus to the road. Likewise,
streamlined wizards have been developed for both Cloud Secure feature in Connect Secure and Policy
Secure so that popular use cases can be deployed with best practices guidelines. For the end-user, SSO
support for On-Premise users is now available along with VPN only Access (Windows) for improved access.
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What’s New
Common Features for Pulse Connect Secure and Pulse Policy Secure.
Key Feature

Benefit
•

•

License Server HA – Active / Passive

This release adds support for 2-node active/passive clustering of the License Server, including physical as
well as virtual editions of the license server. Cloud platforms – AWS and Azure are not supported for A/P
clustering of license servers.

PSA-V appliances that were introduced with 8.3R3 are now available for the KVM hypervisor.
Clustering support has been added for KVM, Hyper-V, Azure as well as the newly introduced
AWS platforms, apart from VMWare which was already supported. Currently, only 2-node
clusters are supported on all virtual platforms. A/A clusters are supported on all platforms.
A/P clusters are not supported on AWS and Azure due to cloud platform restrictions.
• Proxy support has been added for communication with Pulse Cloud Licensing service that is
used to provision licenses to virtual appliances (PSA-V).
•
•

•

Enhancements to PSA-V virtual
appliances for PCS and PPS

•

Embedded Browser for Pulse Desktop
Clients (Windows and Mac)

•

Extend IPv6 support for iOS

Figure 1: Proxy for PCLS communication
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•

Pulse Desktop Clients on Windows and Mac now support an embedded browser that is used
for SAML flows to provide a native, streamlined user experience, rather than spinning up an
external system browser. This also prevents duplicate hostchecking across browser and
tunnel contexts speeding up user logins.

•

Pulse Connect Secure server-side enhancements have been made in this release to support
iOS clients to use 6-in-6 IPv6 in ESP mode. 4-in-6 and 6-in-4 are supported in SSL mode only.

Pulse Connect Secure 9.0R1
Highlighted Features in this Release
Key Feature

Benefit
•

•

AWS deployment and fabric integration

Pulse Connect Secure can now be deployed in the AWS IaaS cloud, with support for BYOL Licensing.
This allows you to provide secure remote access to your applications and workloads in AWS and to
use the AWS cloud for DR and hybrid deployments. For details, refer to the AWS documentation here.

FQDN Based split tunneling - (Windows
and Mac)

• FQDN (Fully Qualified Domain Name) based split tunneling allows configuration of split tunneling
rules by specifying domain names, rather than IP/Netmask addressing. Earlier, to configure split
tunneling to cloud services, admins had to manually configure several IP address ranges belonging to
the application. For certain SaaS apps, these addresses could be very large and could change
dynamically without notice. With this enhancement, admins can configure the split tunneling and
ACLS using domain names of these applications, rather than IP addresses.

•

Rewriter enhancements

• Earlier, the URL Rewriting technology (clientless access) sometimes struggled with modern
applications that generate URLs dynamically on the client side using new JavaScript frameworks or
constructs. JavaScript has also received a new version ECMA 6 that had new constructs for URL
generation that were not being handled. Due to these issues, some modern applications would
either not be compatible with the rewriter or require a significant number of custom filters. These
issues have been addressed with the rewriter enhancements in this release.

•

SMB v2/v3 with File Browsing

•

HTML5 ClearType font smoothing
support

•

Clustering over high latency networks

•

•

Minimum Client Version Enforcement Server side.

•

Support for VMware Horizon View 7.2 &
7.3

•

NDcPP and JITC CAT II Certifications

•

Java 9.0 support for IE browser

•

The file browsing module has been enhanced to support the SMB v2 and v3 protocols. Microsoft has
deprecated SMB v1 and has been urging the community to move to v2/v3.

•

ClearType is font-smoothing technology built into Windows to help make text more readable on LCD
monitors. It is designed to smooth the fonts on the screen with subpixel rendering so that they are
more readable on LCD displays. Prior to this release, HTML5 access did not support ClearType and
font smoothing.

•

Configuration sync over high latency networks has been added to the clustering framework,
supporting up to 100 ms latencies. Session sync and Connection Profile using Global Static IP Pool
are not supported over high latency networks.

•

This release adds enhancements to minimum client version enforcement to handle older clients, and
to prevent the tunnel from being established at all if the client version is below the minimum
specified. This addresses shortcomings in the earlier implementation where clients could get access
for a brief window before being disconnected even when they were not meeting the minimum client
version criteria.

•

VMWare Horizon View v7.2 and v7.3 are qualified with this release.

•

The fixes and enhancements made to comply with NDcPP and JITC CAT II certifications in v8.2 have
been merged into 9.0R1.

•

On IE, Java 9 is now supported for all clients that use JAVA for launching, including HOB and JSAM.
Java 9 is not yet supported for other browsers - Chrome, FireFox and Safari. Pulse Secure
recommends that customers hold off on updating to Java 9, if they are using these browsers.
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Figure 1: Pulse Connect Secure on AWS

Figure 2: FQDN Based split tunneling - (Windows and Mac)
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Figure 3: Clustering over high latency networks

Figure 4: JITC CAT II Certifications
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Cloud Secure Specific Features in Pulse Connect Secure 9.0R1

Key Feature
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Benefit

Redesigned End User Experience

End user pages are redesigned to enhance the overall login experience when accessing cloud services either
through browser or native applications. This feature currently redesigns widely used pages like Login, Host
Checker pages, Host Checker instructions and SAML Error pages.

Licensing support for Cloud Secure

Cloud Secure requires license based activation starting with Release 9.0R1.
New license SKUs are added for enabling Cloud Secure features.

AD FS Impersonation-Support for SP Initiated
Access

Allows remote users to access Office 365 services using PCS as Identity Provider instead of authenticating to
On-Premise AD FS server.

Multiple SP support with AD FS Federation
and Bookmark

Allows users to access multiple cloud services using bookmarks in ADFS deployments.

Location Awareness for On-premise users on
iOS

Allows suppressing of VPN connections based on the user location. Location
awareness rules are pushed along with the Wifi profile when the user connects to the
SSID. This enables On-Premise users to get access to cloud applications without
establishing a VPN connection.

Cloud Secure Single Sign-On (SSO) with OnDemand VPN on Android platform

Allows VPN connection to be triggered dynamically on accessing applications managed
by Pulse Workspace (PWS). Cloud Secure re-uses the VPN session information for
providing SSO access to applications.

Simplified Cloud Secure configurations for
existing users

New option is added on Cloud Secure configuration page to re-use the existing PCS
configuration. User’s needs to provide the required SAML settings (if not configured already)
for enabling Cloud Secure functionality.

Figure 5: User Redesigned Pages

Figure 6: User Login Page
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Figure 7: On-Demand VPN Policy Configuration on PWS

Figure 7: PWS configuration Location Awareness
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Figure 8: PCS Configuration for Location Awareness

Figure 9: Pulse One Configuration for Location Awareness
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Figure 10: AD FS Impersonation

Figure 11: Simplified UX Configuration
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Pulse Policy Secure 9.0R1
Highlighted Features in this Release

Key Feature

Provisioning PCS sessions to PAN firewall
using IF-MAP through PPS.

Host Checker Enhancements

Benefit
Pulse Policy Secure (PPS) integrates with Palo Alto Network's (PAN) Firewall to provision user's identity
information (user name, roles and IP address) to PAN firewall using REST API. You can provision Pulse
Connect Secure (PCS) user's identity information to PAN firewall using IF-Map so that access control can be
provided for PCS users accessing resources protected by PAN Firewall.

•
•
•
•

Support for Patch Management rule configuration on Mac OS platform.
Support for OS check type rule configuration on Mac OS platform.
Support for configuring Common Vulnerability and Exposure (CVE) Check Rules on Windows platform.
Host Checker supports the caching of previous HC evaluation and performs the HC evaluation after a
defined amount of time (For example, 1 week) instead of every time the user connects.

Guest Access Compliance

PPS supports compliance check enforcement for Guest User login (for WLC and Cisco Wired Switch) to
implement secure access for guest and contractors.

RFC (6218) Cisco Key Wrap support

PPS supports Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) key wrap for RADIUS to improve security between Radius
Client and Server.

Admission Control based on PAN firewall
alerts

PPS receives the threat alert information from Palo Alto Networks firewall and takes the appropriate action
on the PPS user session based on the admission control policies configured in PPS. This integration will
reduce Threat response time from days to seconds by taking automated enforcement actions.

REST API support

PPS supports REST API based configuration for better automation.

TACACS+ support

PPS supports network device administration using TACACS+ for central management and secure network
devices.

Clustering Support

PPS supports clustering on Hyper-V and KVM platforms to achieve high availability in virtual environment.

Default VLAN for all untagged traffic

VLANs can now be added to all the interfaces – Internal, External, and Management. A default VLAN can be
specified to tag all the egress packets on that interface.

JITC Certification

•
•
•
•

Password Strengthening.
Re-Authentication of Admin Users
Configuration Change Notification for Admin Users.
Notification for Unsuccessful Admin Login Attempts

NDcPP Certification

•
•
•
•
•

When NDcPP option is enabled, only NDcPP allowed crypto algorithms are allowed.
Device/Client Auth certificate 3072 bit key length support.
Not allowing Import of Device/Client Auth Certificate if Respective CAs are not in Trusted Stores.
Not allowing Importing of Device Certificate without Server Authentication EKU (Extended Key Usage).
Device/Client Auth/CA certificate revocation check during Certificate Import · Syslog/Pulse one server
certificate revocation check during TLS connection establishment.
Not Allowing 1024 bit Public Key Length Server Certificate from Syslog/Pulse one server during TLS
connection.
Many other NDcPP Compliant Support mentioned in https://www.niapccevs.org/Product/Compliant.cfm?PID=10785 for PPS

•
•
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Distributed Profiler

Pulse Secure Profiler supports profiling endpoints when the endpoints are connected to the PPS through a
WAN. This is often the case in distributed networks where several “branch” offices connect to a central
datacenter. By installing a “Profiler Forwarder” in each of the branches, you can ensure all profiling happens
locally in the LAN, and the results are sent to the “remote” Profiler running in the datacenter.

Profile Management

Pulse Secure Profiler supports browsing and searching through profiles in the Profiler, so you can know how
a device gets profiled when it attaches itself to the network. Also, using edit capability, you can modify the
profile, so the updated profile is instantly applied to all existing endpoints, as well as to new devices that
have the same fingerprint.

SSH Collector

In previous releases, the OSX devices were fingerprinted mainly through the DHCP collector. In this release,
fingerprinting the OSX endpoints is improved by using the SSH collector.

Export/Import CSV

You can now import data into the DDR report by using a CSV (comma-separated) file. In addition to just
importing the data, you can also define an additional “custom” field that can be used for role-mapping as
well.

Export/Import Profiler database

You can now export or import the full binary of Profiler database for archival purposes.

Figure 12: PCS Integration with PAN FW via IF-MAP
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Figure 13: Admission control based on PAN Firewall alerts
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Figure 14: Admission control based on PAN Firewall alerts

Figure 15: Host Checker Enhancements: Vulnerability Assessment for Windows
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Figure 16: Distributed Profiler
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Pulse Secure Desktop Client 9.0R1
Highlighted Features in this Release

Key Feature
•

FQDN based Split Tunnel for Pulse Desktop
Clients (Windows & Mac)

•

Embedded Browser for Pulse Desktop Clients
(Windows and Mac)

•

•

Administrator can now configure split tunnel rules (Include / Exclude) by specifying the domain names
instead of just IP Address/Netmask. Pulse Desktop Clients will now determine the traffic to be tunneled
or not based on domain names that are configured in split tunnel rules. This capability provides a very
efficient way of handling split tunnel decisions for SaaS apps or apps controlled using automation
infrastructure where IP address assignment is dynamic.

•

Pulse Desktop Clients on Windows and Mac now support an embedded browser that is used for SAML
flows for a built-in streamlined user experience. This also integrates the host checking across browser
and tunnel contexts speeding up user logins.

•

Always-On provides a highly seamless user experience where the secure VPN connection is established
automatically when user moves outside of corporate network and the VPN connection is terminated
once user comes into the corporate network. In addition to Always-On, if Lockdown mode feature is
enabled, it provides compliance enforcement by preventing all network traffic if VPN is not
established. Together, Always-On with Lockdown mode provide tight compliance solution with best
end-user experience. This feature is supported on Windows from 8.3R4 onwards.

•

When Always-On with Lockdown mode is configured, and if the user is connecting from network
protected with captive portal (e.g: Hotel Wi-Fi), an exception is required to allow connection to captive
portal before VPN can be established. This scenario is handled by the Pulse Desktop Client so that user
can connect to captive portal and then proceed to VPN connection automatically.

•

Always-On VPN, VPN-only access provides lot of flexibility for the administrator. To simplify the
configuration of this solution, a dedicated wizard will be provided so that administrator can complete
the configuration from one place and roll out the production.

Always-On with VPN-only support on Mac
OSX

•

Captive Portal support on Mac OSX

•

Always-On Wizard

•

Benefit

Linux Support

Pulse Desktop Client on Linux has been validated on all the below distributions. Both 32-bit and 64-bit
Clients are validated.
• Ubuntu 16.04 (long term release – LTS)
• Ubuntu 17.10 (short release cycle)
• Debian 9.3
• Cent OS 7.4 (Build 1708)
• RHEL 7.4
• Fedora 27
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Figure 17: Embedded Browser

Figure 18: Always-On Wizard
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Learn More
Resources
• Pulse Connect Secure datasheet
• Pulse Policy Secure datasheet
• Pulse Cloud Secure product
brief
www.pulsesecure.net

About Pulse Secure, LLC
Pulse Secure, LLC is a leading provider of access and mobile security solutions to
both enterprises and service providers. Enterprises from every vertical and of all
sizes utilize Pulse Secure’s Virtual Private Network (VPN), Network Access
Control (NAC) and mobile security products to enable secure end-user mobility
in their organizations. Pulse Secure’s mission is to provide integrated enterprise
system solutions that empower business productivity through seamless
mobility.

Corporate and Sales Headquarters

Pulse Secure LLC
2700 Zanker Rd. Suite 200
San Jose, CA 95134
www.pulsesecure.net
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